OPTIMIZED PRODUCT FOR MEASURABLE RESULTS & PERFORMANCE

HY-TRAX® | Telematics Fluid Sampling System
- Patent-pending technology provides remote visibility to the fluid condition of critical systems
- Pump/Motor provides for accurate readings
- Fluid particle counts, temperature and water saturation (optional) are displayed on a customizable dashboard, which can be accessed through the internet

AMFS | Asset Management Filtration Station®
- Complete tracking of mineral-based fluid conditions by asset name
- Provides automatic record-keeping, trending and analysis of the fluid
- Ideal for managing multiple equipment assets

FCU 1315 | FluidControl Unit
- Rugged design for easy field sampling of diesel fuels and mineral oils for contamination levels in bulk storage, transfer and dispensing
- Field testing can be accomplished either in-line, by bottle, or by sampling directly from the tank
- The measurements are recorded and easily recovered using supplied USB memory stick or wireless via Bluetooth® wireless technology
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